Job Posting

**Director of Stewardship**

**Who We Are:**

The Nature Conservancy’s mission is to protect the lands and waters upon which all life depends. As a science-based organization, we create innovative, on-the-ground solutions to our world’s toughest challenges so that we can create a world in which people and nature thrive. We’re rooted in our Mission and guided by our Values, which includes a [Commitment to Diversity](#) and Respect for People, Communities, and Cultures. Whether it’s career development, flexible schedules, or a rewarding mission, there’s lots of reasons to love life #insideTNC. Want a better insight to TNC? Check out our [TNC Talent playlist on YouTube](#) or on [Glassdoor](#).

The Nature Conservancy in Connecticut has a team of approximately 35 people developing and implementing innovative solutions to the greatest environmental challenges across the state. We strive to tackle the world’s dual crises of climate change and biodiversity loss in partnership with the communities we work in, that rely on nature for their livelihoods, recreation, health, and traditions. Collaboration, innovation, passion, and a shared vision for our future lie at the heart of what we do. TNC’s Connecticut Chapter offers Nature Fridays and has a collaborative work environment. We prioritize professional development and promote from within. We also know how to have fun, with planned and impromptu social time with colleagues, including a beach day and hike day. You will find a culture here at TNC that both inspires conservation achievement and supports personal growth, in the workplace and beyond.

Our goal is to cultivate an inclusive work environment so that all our colleagues around the globe feel a sense of belonging, and that their unique contributions to our mission are valued. We know we’ll only achieve our Mission by hiring and engaging a diverse workforce that reflects the communities in which we work. In addition to the requirements in our postings, we recognize that people come with talent and experiences outside of a job. Diversity of experience and skills combined with passion is a key to innovation and a culture of inclusion! Please apply – we’d love to hear from you. To quote myriad TNC staff members, “you’ll join for our mission, and you’ll stay for our people.”

**What We Can Achieve Together:**

The Director of Stewardship (DoS) leads and manages strategic land stewardship and preserve accessibility work in Connecticut to ensure meaningful, equitable, and lasting contributions to The Nature Conservancy’s (TNC) ambitious goals for nature and people and to comply with Land Trust Alliance Standards. They lead a team of staff to set priorities across a portfolio of 110 easements and 55 preserves -- one of which is among TNC’s most visited in the U.S. -- and represent TNC as a major partner with state agencies, tribes, and other conservation organizations, co-managing and collaborating with these other land managers.
The DoS works closely with the Director of Conservation Programs and land protection, legal, and fundraising staff. The DoS leads a team of 7 stewardship professionals, managing a heavy workload of multiple projects and activities; they guide them to set priorities and meet deadlines while ensuring their safety, and cultivate a collaborative dynamic of learning, innovation, and problem solving. The DoS also manages the team’s performance, training, and career development. The DoS addresses requests and issues that arise with landowners, neighbors, and partners, seeking resolution while maintaining constructive relationships, in consultation with their team, legal, and land protection staff. They incorporate equitable stewardship and develop and cultivate collaborative, cross-boundary stewardship with other entities, including state agencies, tribes, NGOs, and municipalities.

The DoS oversees and manages a portfolio of annual budgets and component projects. They identify and facilitate projects and draft and update management plans to strategically manage lands for resilience. They advise staff and partners on best practices for managing conservation lands, and on ecological and land management considerations associated with land transfers and acquisitions. They coordinate with Chapter conservation staff on opportunities to optimize TNC lands in support of additional outcomes and relationships and are a resource and advisor on best practices for managing conservation lands. The DoS supports the fundraising team in raising public and private funds to build long-term sustainability of the stewardship program and communicates and promotes stewardship outcomes and activities to development and marketing efforts. The DoS represents the Connecticut Chapter on TNC’s Northeast Division and North America Region stewardship and lands work groups and adjust CT’s stewardship strategies as we learn and adapt.

They may work in variable weather conditions, at remote locations, on difficult and hazardous terrain, and under physically demanding circumstances. This is a hybrid position, based out of the New Haven, Connecticut office.

We’re Looking for You:

Are you looking for a career to help people and nature? Guided by science, TNC in Connecticut creates innovative, on-the-ground solutions to our world’s toughest challenges so that people and nature can thrive together. This is an exceptional career opportunity for a highly motivated, capable individual interested in joining the world’s leading conservation organization!

What You’ll Bring:

- BA/BS degree and 7 years’ experience in conservation practice or related field or equivalent combination of education and experience.
- Fundraising experience, including identifying donor prospects and donor cultivation
- Experience managing complex or multiple projects, including managing finances and coordinating the work of other professionals and partners.
- Supervisory experience, including motivating, leading, setting objectives and managing performance.
- Experience in partnership development with non-profit partners, community groups and/or government agencies.
- Experience negotiating.
What We Bring:

Since 1951, The Nature Conservancy has been doing work you can believe in protecting the lands and waters that all life depends on. Through grassroots action, TNC has grown to become one of the most effective and wide-reaching environmental organizations in the world. Thanks to more than 1 million members, over 400 scientists, and the dedicated efforts of our diverse staff, we impact conservation throughout the world!

The Nature Conservancy offers a competitive, comprehensive benefits package including: health care benefits, flexible spending accounts, 401(k) plan including employer match, parental leave, accrued paid time off, life insurance, disability coverage, employee assistance program, other life and work wellbeing benefits. Learn more about our benefits at in the Culture Tab on nature.org/careers.

We’re proud to offer a work-environment that is supportive of the health, wellbeing, and flexibility needs of the people we employ!

*This description is not designed to be a complete list of all duties and responsibilities required for this job.*

How to Apply:

Please apply to Job #53813 at www.nature.org/careers.

Click “submit” to apply for the position or “save for later” to create a draft application for future submission. Once submitted, applications cannot be revised or edited. Failure to complete required fields may result in your application being disqualified from consideration. If you experience technical issues, please refer to our applicant user guide or contact applyhelp@tnc.org.

Do you have military experience? Visit our U.S. Military Skills Translator to match your military experience with our current job openings!

TNC is committed to offering accommodations for qualified individuals with disabilities and disabled veterans in our job application process. If you need assistance or an accommodation due to a disability, please send a note to applyhelp@tnc.org with Request for Accommodation in the subject line.

**The Nature Conservancy is an Equal Opportunity Employer.** Our commitment to diversity includes the recognition that our conservation mission is best advanced by the leadership and contributions of people of diverse backgrounds, beliefs, and cultures. Recruiting and mentoring staff to create an inclusive organization that reflects our global character is a priority and we encourage applicants from all cultures, races, colors, religions, sexes, national or regional origins, ages, disability status, sexual orientations, gender identities, military, protected veteran status or other status protected by law.
TNC is committed to offering accommodations for qualified individuals with disabilities and disabled veterans in our job application process. If you need assistance or an accommodation due to a disability, please send a note to applyhelp@tnc.org with Request for Accommodation in the subject line.